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AI / ML activities
Friction Stir Welding of Busbar for Battery Pack in Electric Vehicles (EV)

Thermal application

Automobile application (ongoing)

Consumes very less energy as compared to laser welding
Based on optimization of process parameters the welding can
be achieved in less time as compared to ultrasonic welding
Required cheaper and a non consumable tool material as
compared to resistance spot welding
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Chassis dimension checker

The fuse box color and rating are inspected
accurately using ML model

Measuring dimension of large object (like
car chassis) by image processing techniques

The ML model gives an 100% accuracy on
test data with a prediction time of 1.5 s

GUI is developed with features of real time
image
acquisition,
calibration
and
measurement of large object dimension
with an error of ±2 mm in 730 mm length
during measurement.

Friction Stir Channeling (FSC) based cooling of heat exchanger (ongoing)
A single step manufacturing process solution for cooling
channel fabrication
Defect monitoring and shape and size controlling of the
channels by using AI / ML.
Applications in:
- Micro Channel Heat Exchanger for car radiator,
condenser etc.
- Lithium ion battery pack cooling
- Conformal cooling channel used in mould
- Water blocks used in PC cooling

Weld quality monitoring and control

Job quality inspection and feedback

Robotic application (ongoing)

Low-cost real-time machine vision based
quality inspection system (patent filing ref.
no.:202031050404)

Robot gripper selection

Detection of tyre circularity and dynamic
radius
character detection and recognition with
CNN-BiLSTM-Attention Network

Accuracy ~ 99%

Analysis time ~ 12 sec

Welding line detection
Automatic detection of weld path by using
image processing and ML
For straight, zig-zag, arbitrary curve
and 3D profile

Integrated with robotic welding program

Futuristic application

Text recognition in vehicle tyre

Robot-to-Robot collaboration

Self learning robot
Self learning using reinforcement learning
to achieve autonomous path planning,
given the target coordinates.
Reach the target coordinate, grasp the
object at the correct orientation using
deep learning and drop it inside the
collector.

Brain Computing Interface

Automated Screw fitting and tightening
tasks by using collaborative robots.
Stereo geometry and RCNN is used to
detect the holes with their dimension.
Optimization of inverse kinematic
solution to achieve the collaboration
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